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CHAPTER 7

The Politics of Catholic Medicine:  
‘The Pill’ and Humanae Vitae in Portugal

Tiago Pires Marques

on 5 August 1968, Cardinal Cerejeira, patriarch of Lisbon and a leading 
figure in the Estado Novo regime, made a television appearance to 
address the Portuguese people on Humanae Vitae (HV).1 Interpreting 
the encyclical rather strictly, the Cardinal banned ‘the pill’ from Catholic 
homes and reaffirmed women’s fecundity as the sole domain of God’s 
providence. Although the cardinal’s speech aimed to convey the encycli-
cal directives to the masses, the issue of birth control had been a heated 
question since the early 1960s when the contraceptive pill had first 
entered the pharmaceutical market.2 As elsewhere, the decision of Pope 
Paul VI to override the finding of the Pontifical Commission caused con-
sternation in some circles in Portugal,3 and in the opinion of Manuel 
Neves e Castro, a Catholic doctor who opposed HV but drew his infor-
mation from a ‘Portuguese monsignor’ privy to the discussions in the 
Vatican, ‘Paul VI decided that approving the pill would constitute a lack 
of charity for the many couples who have suffered the consequences of 
the poor efficacy of periodic continence’.4 Issued soon after May ’68, 
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HV soon became the symbol of a conservative turn in the church amidst 
the wider counteroffensive of traditionalistic authorities.5

In Portugal, in congruence with the other European settings explored 
in this volume, HV produced a fracture within the Catholic commu-
nity, dividing both laypeople and the clergy. Perceived as a reflection 
of a wider moral crisis, these divisions crossed multiple constituen-
cies, some of them closely bound up with the Portuguese context. for 
example, Portuguese Catholic Action (Acção Católica Portuguesa),  
founded by Cardinal Cerejeira in 1933 to enlist both clergy and laity 
to the ‘Christianization of society’, and until the late 1950s ideologi-
cally close to the regime,6 proved a particularly significant presence in 
the debates around HV. This movement participated in the Third World 
Congress for the Lay Apostolate, from 11 to 18 october 1967 in a gath-
ering of more than 3000 participants to discuss a vast number of top-
ics, from poverty and social questions, to the role of laypeople, and 
women in particular, in the renewal of the church. Among the topics 
featured was that of the regulation of birth.7 Catholic Action’s official 
bulletin published the Congress resolutions, including one challeng-
ing the conservative naturalist theology on which the opposition to the 
‘pill’ was based.8 The publication of this specific resolution motivated 
criticisms from more conservative sectors of the Portuguese church, who 
accused Catholic Action of disobedience towards the hierarchy.9 This 
fracture surfaced, again, soon after the publication of HV.10 Indeed, in 
September 1968, one of the members of its directive board, Henrique 
Santa Clara Gomes, attributed the veto of his reappointment to office 
as a consequence of the collective petition that a group of Portuguese 
Catholics signed against the encyclical.11

Thus far, Portuguese historiography has approached HV as yet 
another chapter in the sexual repression conducted by the combined 
conservative ideologies of the Estado Novo and the Catholic Church.12 
Although power and control over sexuality were at stake, affecting wom-
en’s sexual self-determination with particular violence,13 this chapter 
argues that its history is far more complex than some all-inclusive narra-
tive of repression—involving contradictions that cut across the Catholic 
clergy, lay Catholics and non-Catholics, and often juxtaposed and oppos-
ing ideologies and practices. This chapter argues that to understand the 
intricacies involved in managing the ‘problem of the pill’, we must situate 
the question at the intersection of State politics and the different agendas 
within the Catholic church. It maintains, more concretely, that this nexus 
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is best understood by focussing on the medical profession as the practical 
mediator between the State, church authorities and priests, and the wider 
population. In addition, this analysis must be fully embedded within a 
wider historical context of Portuguese society in the postwar period. In 
this regard, Paulo fontes’ chapter in the third volume of the Religious 
History of Portugal14 constitutes, virtually, the most comprehensive anal-
ysis of the changes observed in Portuguese Catholicism from 1910 to 
1974. Yet, although the topic of the HV is referred in this chapter, the 
moral, religious and medical debates on the pill, as well as the reception 
of the encyclical in Portugal, have remained virtually unexplored by his-
torians.15 This chapter thus presents original research largely obtained 
from primary sources.

This discussion is divided into four parts. The first two sections 
address Catholicism in Portugal, focussing, in particular, on relation-
ships between the church and the Estado Novo regime centred on the 
evolution of Catholic values in the 1960s. This analysis establishes the 
context necessary to understand the attitudes observed towards matters 
of sexuality, encompassing its overarching regulation and the specific 
issue of the contraceptive pill. The third and fourth sections concen-
trate on the medical field, which is a vital focus for historical analysis of 
the reception of HV in Portugal. This chapter contends that the Estado 
Novo promoted a ‘catholicization’ of medicine and that this proved cru-
cial in the fashioning of attitudes towards the pill among health profes-
sionals.16 Nonetheless, newspapers and publishing houses also relayed 
pro-pill opinions through articles and translations, as developed later in 
this chapter. Yet, even here, the arguments advanced within the media 
generally appealed to the Catholic faithful, which fundamentally set the 
framework for all debates by the experts. Eventually, the globalization of 
family planning, changing social values, and the political turn with the 
1974 advent of democracy led to compromise solutions.17

catholiciSm and birth control in the eStado novo: 
faith, PoliticS and moral diSciPline

Until the late 1950s Portugal was, by and large, an underdeveloped 
country with a vast rural, impoverished working-class sector (about 45% 
of its working force in 1960).18 for most of the twentieth century, illit-
eracy remained at alarmingly high levels, attributable to the fact that in 
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1940 only 37% of children attended primary school.19 In 1960, a stag-
gering 40.3% of the population could neither read nor write.20 At the 
beginning of the 1960s, the population was still growing, yet merely ten 
years later the birth rate, although still high compared to more devel-
oped countries, had fallen by almost by one fifth.21 Together with the 
wave of emigration observed in the 1960s, this circumstance cost the 
country about 2% of its population.22 Interestingly, from 1945 to 1974, 
the marriage rate increased, likely an effect of the overall improvement 
of economic conditions during the 1960s.23 These phenomena sug-
gested the onset of new values with regard to conjugal fertility and the 
utilization of more effective means of birth control.24 However, there 
are no studies on the use of contraceptives in this period, with the spe-
cific causes for the fertility decline remaining declaredly unknown 
to Portuguese historical demographers.25 As Maria João Valente 
Rosa points out, this trend was part of a structural transformation of 
Portuguese society, accelerating in the 1960s and characterized by a 
complex interplay of economic, social and cultural factors. Among these, 
the rapid disaggregation of the rural world, despite significant regional 
differences, coupled with the growth of urban centres is likely to have 
had a major effect on the transformation of demographic patterns.26

The censuses reporting these figures also identified Catholicism as the 
declared religion of most of the Portuguese people, at around 97%.27 
This number was, in part, a result of the Estado Novo’s catholicizing 
policy, as Catholicism served as one of the fundamental ideological pil-
lars of the Salazar dictatorship. The 1933 Constitution, formalizing the 
Estado Novo regime, guaranteed freedom of worship, yet this same doc-
ument also declared Catholicism as the ‘nation’s traditional religion’.28 
In 1936 oliveira Salazar, the Estado Novo’s all-powerful President of 
Council, proclaimed ‘God and Virtue’, ‘fatherland and its History’, 
‘Authority’, ‘family and Its Morals’, and the ‘Glory and Duty of Work’ 
as the guiding and undisputable values of the ‘Nation’.29 His was the 
god of the conservative Catholics of his generation, politicized in reac-
tion to the secularist first Republic (1910–1926). Deployed in the polit-
ical sphere, such a god became the safeguard of moral decency and social 
order in a modern world which Salazar characterized as beset by wide-
spread doubt, individualism and the questioning of traditional values and 
authority.

The Concordat celebrated between the Portuguese Republic and the 
Holy See in 1940 reinforced the privileged status of the Catholic Church. 
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Among the church’s privileges featured the right to teach religion and 
morals in public schools, excluding ministers of other faiths and coupled 
with fiscal benefits.30 Every classroom had a crucifix and it went without 
saying that children and adolescents were taught to abide by Catholic 
values. Catholicism permeated the triumphalist view of Portuguese his-
tory taught at schools. Specifically, the Catholic religion was inter-
linked with the very birth of the ‘Nation’ and other critical moments  
in its history, constituting the ‘soul’ of the Portuguese people and cata-
lyst to its ‘Discoveries’, as Portuguese colonization is still often desig-
nated.31 However, besides generic moral values, faith and specifically  
religious education were generally transmitted at home, at weekly cat-
echism classes and, for the elites entering university, in one of the youth 
branches of Catholic Action.32

The testimony of one woman, representative of the elite Catholic cir-
cles of the time, proves particularly helpful in characterizing Catholicism 
in Portugal. In her memoirs, historian Maria filomena Mónica recalls 
a spiritual crisis lived out in her early twenties. Her attempts to return 
to the faith clashed with the form of Catholicism on offer in Salazar’s 
Portugal. from her diaries, she retrieved passages such as the following: 
‘A religion life as values bothers me. Ritual, mechanical gestures dimin-
ish me. Mass on Sunday, the Sacred Way, the rosary, fasting, abstinence, 
first fridays, fátima’; ‘The specific problem of Catholicism in Portugal. 
The Concordat. The fact Portuguese Catholics are reactionaries. Their 
backing of a decadent and paternalist government. The Right is shame-
ful. Practical concessions that shame Catholics. Religious life is made 
of routine habits in which I don’t believe (and don’t matter) […]’.33 
Mónica hereby clearly evokes the feelings of alienation towards tradi-
tional Catholicism experienced by literate Portuguese men and women 
of the time, even those belonging to Catholic families. As this and other 
testimonies render clear, this sense of Catholicism being out of pace 
with modernity was felt particularly in regard to its moral conservatism 
around sexuality and the family.34

Salazar’s relationships with sections of the Catholic hierarchy were, 
however, sometimes under strain,35 although the instrumentalization of 
Catholic discipline through morality proved congenial to the regime.36 
Because patriarchy remained structural to Portuguese society, the ideolog-
ical valuing of the family as the core unit of society reinforced the restric-
tions on women’s sexual role to that of reproduction and motherhood. 
As historian José Machado Pais plausibly observed, ‘the sexual act for 
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pleasure dishonoured the woman. To officially and publicly recognize the 
right of women to sexuality would lead to the destruction of the whole 
structure of the corporatist ideology, built on the family as the basic cell 
of society and on the assumption of the woman as a chaste and devout 
spouse’.37 Salazar himself affirmed that women could not obtain happi-
ness from pleasure but solely through renouncement.38 A 1964 survey of 
students at the Universities of Lisbon, Coimbra and oporto showed that 
these values still pervaded the mentalities of Portuguese youth.39 Indeed, 
most respondents accepted that although it might be useful for young 
men to have sexual experiences before marriage, in the case of young 
women any similar conduct would be considered immoral. only 15.3% 
of students of both genders considered use of well-tested contraceptive 
methods acceptable, with 46.8% sanctioning only the so-called natural 
methods defended by the church, and a further 32.8% holding no opinion 
on the subject.40

After decades of dictatorship, however, large sectors of the Portuguese 
population, university students included, had become politically dis-
enfranchised. from the early 1950s, the Estado Novo political police 
(PIDE)  had become particularly harsh in persecuting enemies of the 
regime and censored the publication of news, books, films and other 
forms of expression suspected of diffusing communist and socialist agen-
das, libertarian ideals and ‘immoral’ behaviours, including sex education 
and birth control.41 for example, when the family Planning Unit (fPU) 
was created in 1967 (as discussed next), a television broadcast of an 
interview presenting its programme was cancelled, and the bank account 
of the association was frozen and its site inspected by PIDE.42 Along 
with communism and individualism, the women’s movement had been 
declared an enemy of the Estado Novo. The vigorous women’s move-
ments emerging in the 1st Republic were forced into oblivion. Although 
the first wave of feminist movements worldwide eventually waned in the 
aftermath of World War I, in Portugal this trend was particularly sig-
nificant. The isolationist politics followed by Salazar, the regime’s pro-
family ideologies, and the integration of young women into the regime 
and church organizations hindered the development of a new generation 
of activists, halting their potential campaigning for full civil and political 
rights, ‘companionate marriage’ and birth control.43

However, despite the overall conservative atmosphere of the country, 
there is also a consensus in Portuguese historiography that this decade did 
mark a gradual opening up of Portuguese society and, as a consequence, 
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the onset of new values concerning sexuality and personal freedom.44 
These changes were fuelled by the economic growth then prevailing, 
a new wave of emigration to European countries and the expansion of 
the tourist industry. furthermore, in addition to these structural trans-
formations, changes in values were increasingly pursued by some sectors 
of Catholicism itself. Movements such as the Graal represented a signifi-
cant example of the vitality of the laity in this period and their demands 
for a responsive and renewed Catholicism. An international Catholic 
lay movement which started its activities in Portugal in 1957, the Graal 
increasingly addressed issues surrounding the liberation of women and 
their active involvement in the society and the church.45 In the sixties, 
the movement gained momentum, in particular after the Second Vatican 
Council, with prominent women such as Maria de Lurdes Pintasilgo 
(later Prime Minister of Portugal for a short period of time in 1979 and 
1980), leading in its social interventions for rural populations and its 
intensive publishing activities.46 Drawing upon concepts such as ‘earthly 
realities’, ‘development’, and ‘liberation’ theologies, Graal’s interventions 
sought the improvement of women’s education, autonomy, and the over-
all revaluing of their role in the public sphere.47 In addition, an increasing 
number of militant Catholics, some of them belonging to Catholic Action 
youth, professional and worker groups, demanded the democratization of 
society and a new attitude towards the rights of women.48

The colonial wars of this same decade eventually turned these ini-
tially timid protests into full-frontal clashes with the Estado Novo 
regime. In 1961, liberation movements in Angola and Guinea-Bissau 
initiated guerrilla campaigns against the Portuguese colonizers. In the 
same year, after a brief war, the Indian army took possession of the 
Portuguese colonies of Goa, Damao and Diu.49 However, in Africa, 
the anti-colonial struggle evolved into a war that would eventually span 
more than a decade with important consequences for the relationships 
between the Portuguese State and the Holy See. This was the time 
of the encyclical Pacem in terris (1963), the appeal by John XIII for 
world peace and, by the mid-1960s at least, some voices in the Vatican 
favoured the independence of African countries.50 In 1964, the media 
coverage of the visit of Pope Paul VI to India was censored and dis-
creetly, although publically, criticized.51 In 1965, Salazar warned 
against the intrusion of the church in State affairs and denounced 
‘Catholic progressivism’, fuelled by the organization of international 
Catholic groups which he designated as bordering on communistic.52 
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That same year, Catholic Action militants were arrested and taken to 
court, accused of ‘subversive actions’.53 By the end of the decade, the 
opposition of militant Catholics to the war, in conjunction with their 
demands for democracy, social justice, and basic freedoms, clashed vio-
lently both with the more conservative wings of the Catholic hierarchy 
and with the now ageing regime.

birth control and the arrival of ‘the Pill’
In 1942, and in a crowning moment for the 1930s Catholic doctors-led 
pro-natalist movement, Salazar’s government criminalized the adver-
tisement and sale of contraceptive methods, equating them with abor-
tive instruments.54 Nonetheless, some sectors of the population did 
have access to condoms, which were sold in pharmacies and distributed 
in the army. In both cases, this access was to be justified as a means of 
preventing venereal diseases. Nevertheless, ‘the pill’ went on sale from 
1962, with its usage restricted to treatment of irregular menstrual cycles 
under medical prescription for therapeutic purposes.55 Although there 
are no precise data on how widespread was knowledge of the pill nor 
on the levels of prescription, historian Manuela Tavares has convincingly 
argued that, in the atmosphere of fear surrounding the ‘pill’, and to a 
great extent nourished by the church, only the more educated sectors of 
society sought out this contraceptive method.56

Indeed, soon after this date, some hospitals and Motherhood Institute 
dispensaries (created in 1943 with the aim of providing assistance to 
maternity and early childhood57), as well as private doctors, began pre-
scribing ‘the pill’ to a mostly middle-class segment of the female popula-
tion. The personal case of the aforementioned historian Maria filomena 
Mónica proves eloquent. At age twenty-one, Mónica was married and 
already the mother of one child. In 1964, with her daughter then only 
three months old, she again became pregnant. In her words, ‘popular 
wisdom’ had made her believe that she would not get pregnant while 
breastfeeding. Born into a Catholic family and sharing the commonly 
held notion that contraception was the woman’s task, her mother had 
taught her the Knaus-ogino method. Mónica sought out a doctor who 
would virtually ‘solve the problem’ through a set of ‘injections’. Yet, this 
method of abortion ended up failing and a few months later, she again 
gave birth.58 Having suffered postpartum depression, she decided to 
take ‘the pill’, which was at that time a heated issue in some newspapers.  
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To obtain a medical prescription, Mónica consulted an obstetrician. The 
doctor refused on the grounds of his Catholicism. Through a second 
attempt, she eventually obtained a prescription. for the following twenty 
years, she took ‘the pill’, in double dosage, ‘just in case’.59

Although Mónica’s experience suggests a classed bias in access to ‘the 
pill’, as relatively few women had basic information on this ‘new method’ 
and could attend private doctors, it also shows the painstaking course 
that even socially favoured and well-educated women faced. The situa-
tion would only be more serious for women afflicted by poverty and illit-
eracy. Purificação Araújo, a female gynecologist and obstetrician working 
in the 1960s, evoked some of the popular representations associated 
around the ‘the pill’. one of the most common ideas among men was 
that the risk of pregnancy halted women from engaging in extramarital 
relations. As the doctor recalled, this idea explained the behaviour of a 
man who found a package of contraceptive pills at home: in a bout of 
rage, the man forced his wife to take all the pills at once, disregarding the 
harm this could cause her. In another telling example, the same doctor 
attended a meeting in a rural zone of the country with women coming 
from various villages. When one of them said she was taking the pill, the 
others reacted with great admiration: how was that possible, given the 
fact that the priest said the pill caused a hole in the stomach?60

However, since the mid-1960s, health professionals and militant 
Catholics, inspired by the Council and the rapidly changing values of the 
Western world, began to take some initiatives in response to the public 
debate around birth control across Europe and around the world. Susan 
Lowndes, a British Catholic woman married to a Portuguese citizen and a 
correspondent for foreign Catholic newspapers, has left a precious contem-
poraneous testimony of such events in a short memo dated 25 March 1965:

Lisbon, Portugal – Nearly 300 Catholic university students crowded into 
a hospital auditorium here to hear a priest declare that the regulation of 
births has become necessary for society as a whole. The nine-hour con-
ference was unique for Catholics in Portugal where public discussions on 
population problems have not been encouraged. father Silva Sousa, a soci-
ologist who was trained at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome, 
told the students that modern conditions place new demands on life 
and that the Church is preoccupied with solutions to the problem. […] 
A physician attending the conference urged the Portuguese government 
to inaugurate reforms to halt the many illegal abortions that take place in 
Portugal each year.61
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Two years later, the same chronicler announced the formation of the 
family Planning Unit (fPU). This private association, established in 
Lisbon, described as the first ‘family planning organization’ in Portugal, 
included gynecologists/obstetricians and nurses, Catholic couples, and 
a group of people working in the social sector as social workers, psy-
chologists and sociologists. Some of these health professionals were also 
Catholic militants, motivated by both post-conciliar debates and a public 
health rationale, namely the reduction of the high numbers of clandes-
tine abortions.62 In the same year, the fPU became an affiliated mem-
ber of the International Parenthood federation which, at a transnational 
level, was leading the movement for family planning and contraception.63 
from 1968 onwards through a series of international congresses, starting 
with the Alma-Ata Conference, the IPf promoted recourse to the new 
contraceptive methods as part of primary healthcare.64

from 1969, the fPU launched its regional centres. In a newspaper 
article published in 2010, its founder, Doctor Manuel Neves e Castro 
(a Catholic gynecologist and endocrinologist) recalled significant details 
surrounding the encyclical and the debates on the pill. In 1958, Neves e 
Castro worked at the Worcester foundation for Experimental Biology in 
the United States in a research centre closely linked to the development 
of the pill. Under the supervision of Gregory Pincus, who he named 
the ‘father of the pill’, Neves e Castro recalled having accompanied the 
work leading the discovery of the ‘new method’.65 In 1960, he returned 
to Portugal, bringing with him some samples of Enovid and thereby 
became, purportedly, the first doctor to prescribe the pill in the coun-
try.66 In the article, he reminded us how, before its legalization in that 
year, the then Premier Marcelo Cateano consulted Cardinal Cerejeira 
and only with episcopal permission did Cateano formally authorize the 
unit.67

Public health aS a cultural  
and religiouS battlefield

In Portugal in the early twentieth century, two distinct visions of person 
and society clashed, sometimes violently: on the one side, Catholic and 
clerical, and, on the other, republican and anticlerical. The 1st Republic 
(1910–1926), strongly influenced by french republican culture, rep-
resented the victory of the secular camp, which claimed the values of 
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‘positive science’. The Republican State intended to replace the power 
of the church, simultaneously manifested in the framing of certain cru-
cial dimensions of social life and the guidance of individual souls.68 The 
presence of doctors in the government of the Republic illustrates the 
consecration of medicine as one of the sites in which such a displace-
ment was to take place. Medicine had become a ‘sanctuary of Reason’, to 
employ the terms of Jean Baubérot and Raphaël Liogier, speaking about 
the french context but equally applicable to 1st Republic Portugal.69 As 
such, medicine was cast as a modernizing force, a bulwark against the 
irrationality and obscurantism of religion.

Catholic doctors reacted to this vision of medicine and society, accus-
ing republicans of materialism and individualism.70 The Association of 
Catholic Doctors, founded in 1915, aimed at contesting this secularizing 
manoeuvre by placing the notion of the ‘person’ at the centre of clini-
cal practice. This association responded specifically to the call of Pope 
Leo XIII who urged in his encyclical Humanum Genus (1884) the estab-
lishment of professional bodies to handle ‘errors of modernity’, includ-
ing atheism and naturalism. The Portuguese corporation followed the 
french example of the St Luke Association (founded in 1884), with 
which it established contact, particularly through the International 
Congresses of Catholic Doctors.71 During the twentieth century, these 
conferences disseminated the thinking of the Catholic theologians and 
Popes on medical ethics issues. Its publication, Acção Médica, demon-
strated the reach and significance of this association in the catholicization 
of sexuality.72

The articulation of a Catholic identity through medicine was given 
fertile grounds in which to flourish in the Estado Novo context. In 
the corporatist logic of the 1933 constitution, doctors were to organ-
ize as a social and professional body. In 1937, the order of Doctors 
replaced the Portuguese Medical Association (founded in 1898). In 
Portugal, these political, socio-professional and scientific bodies shaped 
the context in which the concept of social hygiene was appropriated 
and gained momentum. The Association of Catholic Doctors also ech-
oed the ideals of Catholic Action, and throughout the interwar period 
it set about rearticulating within a Catholic framework topics that had, 
until then, been apprehended in secular terms, such as ‘social’ and ‘men-
tal’ hygiene’.73 faithful to Salazar, the Associations’ journal editor, José 
de Paiva Boleo, proclaimed his loyalty to the Pope and, until the end of 
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the 1950s, published virtually every speech of Pope Pius XII on issues 
of medical ethics. Then, although cultivated during the nineteenth cen-
tury by a growing interest in the questions posed by modern medicine,74 
the attention paid by this Pope to medical questions was unprecedented. 
Indeed, during the 1940s and 1950s, the Pope addressed many health 
professions, usually at national and international healthcare confer-
ences.75 Integrating technical and moral problems, his speeches contrib-
uted towards building an official Catholic doctrine on modern medical 
ethics.

During these decades, Catholic physicians and ecclesial communi-
ties together defined a Catholic medical ethos, differentiated from that 
of the so-called secular and naturalistic medicine. Thus, a report by the 
3rd International Congress of Catholic Doctors, held in Lisbon in 1947, 
began with a quote from the speech of Pius XII to the Italian Medical 
Biological Union ‘San Luca’.76 At the congress, the major points of 
the Pope’s speech were relayed by the President of the Association of 
Catholic Doctors, Joao Porto, who held an important chair of medicine 
at the University of Coimbra. According to Porto, and following closely 
the Pope’s thought, medicine dealt with the human being in its unity 
and in its complexity, thus including psychological, spiritual and religious 
dimensions.77 Porto invoked scientific arguments, namely, the interde-
pendence between the neurological, sexual and biological components, 
and the psyche; yet, he also made clear the distinction between mate-
rialist and atheist doctors, and Catholic doctors, with the latter defined 
by their belief in a transcendent God and the existence of the soul.78 
Although the welfare of the individual remained the doctor’s major goal, 
the Catholic physician was never to forget the collective dimensions 
inherent to the concept of the ‘person’. By clearly distinguishing his con-
cept of personhood from that of liberal individualism and collectivizing 
socialism, the Catholic doctor, he continued, in addition to his thera-
peutic function, carried out a threefold ‘apostolate’: religious, social and 
charitable/caring.79

Additionally, two other features distinguished the Catholic conception 
of medicine from the secular medical ethos: for one, the idea that thera-
peutic actions have moral and religious limits; and, second, the notion 
that suffering takes on religious meaning. These two aspects questioned 
individual welfare as an absolute value, characteristic of modern, materi-
alist medicine. for example, before a crowd that included many patients 
gathered in Rome in 1957, the Pope affirmed that suffering represented 
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Fig. 7.1 Cover of a satire by Jose Vilhena on the reception of the pill in 
Portugal within various social settings (Reproduced with kind permission of Luis 
Vilhena’s estate)
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a means of sanctification; with Jesus on the side of the sick and those  
suffering in this life gaining their rewards in the next.80

Thus, even while attempting to keep pace with the advances in mod-
ern science and medicine, the underlying papal discourses emphasized 
sanctification through suffering and renouncement. Together with the 
restriction of sexuality to reproduction within marriage and views on the 
vulnerability of women, this culture of self-abnegation left little space for 
the revolutionary possibilities opened up by ‘the pill’, including a full 
acceptance of sex for pleasure and the reproductive autonomy of women 
(as satirized in this cartoon by Jose Vilhena in 1970; fig. 7.1).

diSilluSion and PerSuaSion: the catholic recePtion 
of HV and the war of tranSlationS

In the context of the Portuguese post-conciliar atmosphere of aggior-
namento, and more generally of the cultural wars around May ’68, HV 
was understood as a major throwback with regard to the potentialities 
opened by the Second Vatican Council.81 The papal prohibition of the 
‘pill’, based on assertions of authority and restatements of natural the-
ology, created new fissures within Portuguese Catholicism which some 
commentators have defined as a ‘silent schism’.82 In September 1968, 
41 Catholics addressed a letter to Cardinal Cerejeira on this topic, argu-
ing that the encyclical disregarded all the work developed the Pontifical 
Commission which was ‘well rooted in psychology, sociology, economy 
and contemporary theology’.83 Previously published in the journal  
O Tempo e o Modo, the letter strongly criticized what it called ‘an exercise 
of authority’ which clashed with ‘human intelligence’ in the name of an 
outdated concept of tradition that overrode conciliar concepts such as 
collegiality and reading the signs of the times.84 Decades later, a Catholic 
militant at that time, Joana Lopes, recalled the feeling of estrangement 
and disillusion caused by the encyclical:

Two months after May 1968, this was a voice that came from a world 
that had ceased to be ours. To expect us to accept it was to ask that we 
come back to believe in Santa Claus. It should be emphasized, for exam-
ple, that the contraceptive pill had already been definitively acquired in the 
Portuguese elites, that it was part of their habits, and that it had been the 
passport to a first platform for the equality between men and women.85
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for clergy engaged in debates about sexuality and birth control-
related pastoral issues, it had become virtually impossible to ignore the 
disillusionment provoked by HV among many Catholics. Voicing the 
official position of the church, a document published by fr Antonio 
Leite SJ soon after the Cardinal’s television announcement represented 
a significant example of attempts to quash the negative reactions of part 
of the Catholic elite.86 In the first few lines of the text, its author men-
tioned the criticisms raised by the encyclical amongst lay Portuguese 
Catholics, clergy and theologians who attempted to mitigate the force 
of the pronouncement through its description as a moral orientation, 
without any power of compliance. Counteracting this position, fr Leite 
asserted its mandatory nature, criticizing those who defended that the 
encyclical as not being ex cathedra and therefore lacking the status of 
dogma through recourse to LG §25. The argument implied that HV 
ultimately derived its authority also from the support given by bishops to 
the Pope’s view. After all, Paul VI was not alone—such was the leitmotiv 
of the document. Additionally, fr Leite deployed further pro-authority 
arguments, in particular linking the encyclical to pontifical pronounce-
ments from CC, to the speeches of Pius XII in the 1940s and the 1950s, 
through to John XXIII’s Mater et Magistra (1961).87 Throughout he 
affirmed a consistent, unbroken papal tradition advocating the ‘invio-
lability of natural laws concerning the transmission of human life’.88 
Although these arguments mobilized the concept of tradition, they did 
so by emphasizing the creative engagement of the church with scientific 
and ethical debates on eugenics and abortion.89 Along with these theo-
logical arguments, the Jesuit argued that the different approaches of the 
Anglican and the Catholic church to the ‘neo-Malthusian’ movement 
accounted for their differences on the issue of ‘the pill’.90 This argument 
was likely to elicit strong emotional responses, as the concept of ‘neo-
Malthusian’ was charged with highly negative meanings, reminiscent of 
social Darwinism and Nazi politics91 and spoke into a context of increas-
ingly unstable denominational differences attributable to the burgeon-
ing ecumenical movement. In the closing pages of his text, the priest did 
acknowledge the difficulties of following authority arguments in modern 
times, before reminding readers that the Pope had also developed a sci-
entific argumentation and proposed practical methods (i.e., the rhythm 
method) to approach the problem of birth control without breaching 
‘natural laws’.
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In the following year, the Diocesan Committee for the Doctrine of 
faith, an organ of the CDf, issued a document containing the ‘pas-
toral orientations in view of the application of the HV’. This text fol-
lowed exactly the same argumentative strategy: an understanding 
attitude with regard to criticisms about the papal doctrine, coupled with  
an uncompromising view on the wrongfulness of the pill. Less doctri-
nal than the Jesuit’s text, the Diocesan document echoed the encycli-
cal’s structure in its direct appeal to couples, to scientists, and to health 
professionals.92

In the public debate from this moment onwards, theological issues 
surfaced in a significant number of publications. for example, the pub-
lishing house Livraria Sampedro Editora issued a number of books 
during the 1960s concerning women and sexuality.93 The Livraria do 
Apostolado da Imprensa press, directed by the Jesuits, published pro-
gressive theologians such as Henri de Lubac and Jean Daniélou94; while 
the Edições Paulistas published the most significant conciliar theolo-
gian authors such as Yves Congar, Bernard Häring, Karl Rahner SJ, and 
Eduard Schillebeeckx.95 Livraria Tavares Martins, in oporto, published 
Daniel Rops, Thomas Merton and Teilhard de Chardin,96 while the ‘pro-
gressive Catholic’ journal O Tempo e o Modo testified to the increasing 
opposition of some sectors of the Portuguese Catholic elites to conserv-
ative Catholicism and its ideological support of Estado Novo. An issue 
published in March 1968 focused specifically on the topic of marriage 
and divorce, provoking much debate in the Catholic milieu, eventually 
leading to its seizure by PIDE.97

Besides these publications, much of the persuasion work was carried 
out either in medical articles or in books on medical issues targeting a 
broader audience, especially in the field of sexuality. The strong Catholic 
investment in the medical field previously described had already created 
fertile grounds for such a strategy. The publishing house União Gráfica 
positioned itself on the side of HV and that year published a book by 
Dr Aureliano Dias Gonçalves, entitled Science Stands with Paul VI as He 
Publishes the Humanae Vitae.98 Almost simultaneously, the same editor 
issued a translation of the anti-pill manifesto, Amour et contraception. 
Pour une sexualité responsable (1965), by Dr Paul Chauchard, a french 
conservative Catholic physician who published on a wide variety of topics 
at the intersection of morality, religion and science such as Rusterholz’s 
chapter also explores. other Portuguese medical practitioners published 
on this matter, among them José da Paiva Boleo, discussed earlier as the 
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founder of the Catholic Action-inspired Medical Action journal. from 
the late 1920s, Boleo published extensively on issues of ‘social hygiene’, 
the social function of medicine, euthanasia, abortion and sexuality.99  
In the 1930s, he pioneered the defence of the Knaus-ogino method and 
at the height of the debate on the contraceptive pill, he stood out as an 
ardent defender of the papal position. Thus, in 1973 Boleo published 
seven articles in the Catholic newspaper Novidades, usually considered by 
historians as the unofficial organ of the Portuguese episcopate.100 Within 
these opinion pieces, Boleo had three main targets in mind: his fellow 
colleagues who had published pro-pill articles earlier that year in the 
most important national newspaper, Século Ilustrado101; pro-pill Catholic 
doctors and ‘progressive’ priests (including the President of family 
Planning Unit, Doctor Albino Aroso, who defended the pill to combat 
abortion)102; and, most concertedly, the World Health organization 
(WHo). That year, the WHo had distributed a non-official text on the 
role of nursing and midwifery in family planning.103 Reacting to this 
move, Boleo denounced the pressure that the WHo exerted on govern-
ments and health professionals in favour of usage of the pill as a means 
of tackling the problem of overpopulation, and argued that the problem 
of overpopulation was not a Portuguese matter as the 1970 census had 
shown a clear fall in the birth rate104 and a population decline result-
ing from sharp increases in migration.105 Boleo went on to criticize a 
policy that, in his view, only benefited pharmaceutical laboratories, while 
causing trauma, fatigue, precocious ageing, and psychological trouble in 
women.106 In the first paragraph of a book collecting these articles,107 
he linked contraception to abortion and eugenics and sought to target a 
line of argument voiced by Catholic doctors for whom the contraceptive 
pill prevented the greater evils of abortion and infanticide.108 According 
to Boleo, this choice between contraception and abortion constituted a 
false dilemma: while the latter went against life, the former harmed the 
basic instinct of motherhood itself.109 Yet, these positions in the press 
were not left without repost, as recalled by Manuel Neves e Castro who 
remembered his ‘many struggles in the daily press’ in which he voiced his 
‘regret for the ignorance of those Catholics who do not know the encyc-
lical is not a dogma, but only a pedagogical document’.110

Nevertheless, most books on both sides of the question were of for-
eign origin, leading to what might be called a ‘war of translations’ 
between publishing houses. In 1969 and again in 1970, the publisher 
Delfos launched the provocative manifesto of french writer Emmanuelle 
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Arsan, Letter to the Pope on the Pill.111 Arsan, soon to become a global 
celebrity following the film adaptation of her novel, Emmanuelle, 
l’anti-vierge (1968), observed that on the issue of the pill the Pope 
solely addressed men, leaving women with the alternatives of mother-
hood or objectification as ‘a mere instrument of the selfish pleasure of 
the male’.112 The historicity of morals and the ‘voluptuousness of love’ 
would triumph over the church, an institution that, more ‘than disqui-
eting or tragic, had become ridiculous’. After all, Emmanuelle defiantly 
asked, ‘Who thinks of the Pope when surrendering to the pleasures of 
love?’113 others followed clear editorial lines, whether in favour or 
against the pill. The well-known publisher Livros do Brasil, for example, 
was resolutely against the new contraceptive method: in the first half of 
the 1970s, it published a translation of the Illustrated Encyclopedia of Sex, 
first published in the United States in 1950, a book that refused to even 
mention the ‘artificial contraceptive methods’ then available, much less 
the newly available pill. The Portuguese preface rendered clear the objec-
tive of the publication: to popularize the Knaus-ogino method along 
with values such as those contained in a quote attributed to the President 
of the International Congress of Gynaecology: ‘All that troubles the nat-
ural course of sexual life, all that is artificial, is harmful to health’.114

At the opposite end of the spectrum, the well-established Dom 
Quixote press released a book defending recourse to the pill from a 
variety of perspectives. Entitled Is the Pill a Danger?,115 the collection 
assembled texts mostly signed by doctors, alongside essays by french 
journalists and a theological text originally published in the french jour-
nal Frères du monde,116 as Sevegrand’s chapter also explores. In particu-
lar, this book reacted to the arguments emerging in some medical sectors 
and the Catholic medical field particularly, about the dangers of the pill 
to the health of women. The opening text, originally published by the 
journal Nouvel Observateur, set the tone: the medical arguments put for-
ward by anti-pill campaigners were inconsistent and thus revealing that, 
behind the clinical jargon, hid ‘another type of resistance’.117 In other 
words, religious values were becoming translated into medical justifica-
tions, as Kościańska expands in a Polish context. Just one article focussed 
on specifically religious analysis,118 and within it Yves Seinlet denounced 
the authoritarian turn behind the encyclical, drawing on personalist the-
ology and describing the mobilization of ‘nature’ by Paul VI as ‘archaic’ 
and in conflict with the notion of ‘human responsibility’.119
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The trend in the editorial line of yet another well-established publishing 
house, Moraes Editores, is exemplary of the resistance strategies used by 
Portuguese Catholics in implicitly criticizing HV. Since 1958, this pub-
lishing house had belonged to Alçada Baptista, a journalist and writer 
well known in progressive Catholic circles. In the 1960s, Moraes pub-
lished several books on issues of sexuality, birth control and women’s 
emancipation, and these publications became gradually more distant 
from the Catholic orthodoxy. Thus, in 1964, Moraes published a transla-
tion of a book by Paul Chauchard, advocating the method of ‘reserved 
union’ as a natural contraceptive—sexual intercourse with renuncia-
tion of orgasm on the part of both men and women. four years later, 
however, Sacha Geller’s The Pill: Yes or No? (1968) was published,120 in 
which this french gynecologist explored the ‘method of temperatures’ 
but reluctantly came down in support of the use of the pill. His moral 
reservations and preference for other methods allowed him to maintain 
some degree of loyalty towards the Catholic doctrine but he neverthe-
less concluded in the closing pages: ‘We are condemned to the pill’.121 
Simultaneously, Moraes published books on the emancipation of women, 
indirectly relating to the issue of oral contraceptives. Yet, even here, the 
works were carefully and diplomatically chosen. A good example was 
the work of sociologist Catherine Valabrègue, originally titled La condi-
tion masculine and translated as A condição masculine e a emancipação 
da mulher (literally, The masculine condition and the emancipation of 
women). The Portuguese title was programmatic, as the book argued 
that women’s emancipation constituted no threat to men. As far as birth 
control was concerned, the author quoted the Catholic World Congress 
of the Lay Apostolate, proposing a concept of ‘responsible fatherhood’ 
that implied freedom of choice over contraceptive methods even while 
framed by the Christian faith and based on medical expertise.122 As these 
trail-blazing publications demonstrated, the transnational circulation 
(and translation) of birth control texts after HV could generate more 
profound reactions outside their country of origin and make it possible 
to speak about a European reaction to the encyclical, as well as a national 
reception or rejection.

In April 1974, a revolution initially led by the army overturned the 
Estado Novo regime and the climate of sexual liberation experienced in 
the aftermath of the revolution is a well-known page in its process. In 
March 1976, the government implemented family planning consulta-
tions at the health centres of the Directorate-General of Health (a State 
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agency working in direct dependency on the executive power)123 and, 
reflecting the debate and struggles of the preceding fifteen years, the 
new political Constitution of the Republic approved in 1976 consecrated 
the right to family planning.124 Nevertheless, deep-seated values and the 
gendered power relations in the actual fabric of Portuguese society have 
changed at a much slower pace.

concluSion

In the early 1960s, the debate over the contraceptive pill reflected the 
disaffection of a growing sector of Portuguese elites towards Catholic 
control and authority over sexuality. However, with the  colonial wars 
rumbling on throughout the decade, the reclaiming of sexual freedom 
became secondary to protests over the church’s tacit support for the 
Estado Novo’s military politics. The publication of HV reanimated the 
conflict within the church and across Catholic and non-Catholic profes-
sional sectors, a conflict in which doctors (alongside the press) eventually 
played a crucial, mediating role.

At this point, we may propose a more general reflection on the 
‘spiritual crisis’ revealed and accentuated by the encyclical. If we 
view the ideological contestation of the Vatican’s position on the pill 
as an index of secularization, this analysis suggests that the historical 
debate on religious change, especially when applied to predominantly 
Catholic societies, involves incorporating aspects otherwise seldom pre-
sent in secularization’s master narratives. Indeed, rather than a decline 
in faith and church attendance or, in the more sophisticated account 
proposed by Charles Taylor, a shift in the prevailing background of life 
experience from transcendence to immanence,125 we observe the desa-
cralizaion of some crucial aspects of life within religious frames of expe-
rience. This is particularly the case with sexuality. Both the Catholic 
ideological challenge to natural law and the favouring of personalism 
alongside material issues such as a marked decline of conjugal fertility 
prove consistent with this hypothesis. The prominence of the maternal 
womb among the sacred sites of Catholic theologies and imaginaries 
may render the idea of secularization as desacralizing within the faith all 
the more significant.
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